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To Whom It May Concern: 

 

While I was out for twelve weeks on Maternity Leave, I was fortunate enough to have Dan 

Myers act as my replacement. In the twelve weeks Dan spent at Amosland Elementary School, 

he taught Physical Education to all students in grades K-5. 

 

Based on conversations with Dan, my principal and other classroom teachers, Dan quickly 

adjusted to the structure and responsibilities necessary for a creative arts teacher at the 

elementary level. I was able to check in throughout my leave and it was clear that Dan developed 

great rapport with both the students and faculty at Amosland. His confidence and enthusiasm 

were evident from day one and he proved to be a dedicated and reliable professional from the 

start.  

 

On a daily basis, Dan kept me informed on lessons he was teaching. He planned excellent 

lessons that always included a variety of teaching styles and learning activities that were 

developmentally appropriate. Through his lessons, it was evident that Dan kept students actively 

engaged throughout the entire class. From looking at Dan’s lesson plans and based on my 

experiences observing Dan, it was clear that he excelled at creating and adapting lesson plans to 

ensure a successful learning experience for all students. 

 

Overall, Dan showed that he was an effective teacher who was able to provide students with a 

positive learning environment. After witnessing Dan’s dedication and professionalism over the 

twelve weeks, I feel that he possesses all the necessary attributes to make him an excellent 

candidate for any teaching position he chooses to undertake. Any school district would be lucky 

to hire a candidate like Dan, who is clearly dedicated to the Physical Education profession. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jen Gavin 

Amosland Elementary 

Physical Education 

 

 


